Going Home Again: Paddling Through the Pandemic
By Erin Sunstrum, Co-Director
N EARLY MARCH of 2020, Gill
and I excitedly boarded a plane
headed to the American Camps
Association Tri-State
Conference – one of the largest
conferences for camp professionals in
the world. We spent a week in
workshops, eagerly brainstorming
ideas for our first summers as
Wanapitei’s new directors. The week
began with reminders about proper
hand washing and we opted for elbow
bumps instead of handshakes to help
prevent the spread of a new virus. As
we prepared to fly home, news came
that COVID-19 had been declared a
global pandemic. Gill and I opted to
quarantine at home for two weeks out
of caution instead of going into our
new office space in Cambridge. We
really had no idea what the next year
would bring… and we ended up never
using that office space!

I

Summer 2020 marked the first time
that Wanapitei had not offered any
programs since World War II. While we
were able to rent out canoes to
members of our community, the site sat
almost empty for 16 months. In the city,
the management team and board of
directors turned to a difficult question:
“Can we survive this?”. Thankfully, the
answer from our community came
quickly and loudly: “Absolutely.” Our

families, alumni, and shareholders came
to our aid financially with close to $200
000 in donations and share purchases.
Campers and staff showed up to online
campfire programs, participated in
social media challenges, and had a taste
of camp at home with the Wanapitei
Weekly newsletter. Our mantra for the
pandemic became “we will go home
again.”
As summer 2021 approached, the
uncertainty continued. We waited, not
always patiently, for the okay for
overnight camps to open again from the
Ontario government. Our team worked
tirelessly for weeks drafting policies and
response plans to mitigate COVID-19
entry and spread at camp. We came up

with back-up plan after back-up plan to
offer programs that summer, with our
fingers and toes crossed that we could
return to some sense of ‘normalcy’. Our
camper families and staff were
incredible. They waited with us through
the uncertainty, and offered incredible
encouragement and support. The
pandemic really shone the light on the
value of a summer camp experience.
Our kids and staff had spent countless
weeks inside, distanced from friends
and learning in front of a screen. The
importance of fresh air and time with
peers had never been so important. So,
we planned and waited and lobbied and
waited some more.
…continued on page 29
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Such a Short Time for a River
By Geoff Hodgins, Wanapitei
President, Board of Directors

I

perhaps
both. I peered over the bow of
the cedar strip Giesler into the
crystal clear river. My selfassigned job was to watch for
new obstacles. From the stern, my
grandfather Stanley, cast his view
beyond me with one hand firmly in
control of the 9.9 Evinrude. In those
days, the narrow Red Squirrel River was
the primary access route into Camp
Wanapitei and my grandfather was
intimately familiar with every bend;
with every branch or sunken log to be
navigated. There was little conversation
that I recall, yet I hear his voice. Most
trips were task oriented, fetching this
or that, and went only as far as “the
portage” but a few times a summer
WAS 8, MAYBE 10,

The rush of Red Squirrel Falls can be heard well down the river, calling visitors to come see.
Stanley and my grandmother Laura
Belle, would take the lot of us by canoe
the extra distance to “the falls”.
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Through the years, paddling to the
falls has become a ritual - a communion
that beckons, whenever I am at Kawwawm inashing, ‘the place of sand’. This
past August, a beautiful blue-sky day
found me answering this call with my
87-year-old mother, Carol, who I had
taken north to escape the perils of
COVID in the city. We paddled,
chatted, and listened to the sounds of
the river. A few bends below the falls, as
usual, we stepped out to ease our boat
over the always-in-progress beaver dam.
Most of all, however, we read the
decades of our shared history from the
bottom of the river and speculated
about layers further down.

My mother first paddled to the falls in
1957, the year she was introduced to
Wanapitei and that she married my
father. Apparently, I made the trip in
1963, at 11 months of age. “Do you
remember when that log was on the
surface?” I asked. “It used to look like
an alligator”. We wondered if any of the
logs we drifted over held memories of a
canoe trip 91 years earlier, when Stan
and Laura Belle Hodgins paddled down
this river, landing at the future site of
Wanapitei for their first time. It was
such a short time ago for a river.
Specific elements would have changed
but I imagined the river looked and felt
much the same.
This river had been part of an intricate
network of Nastawgan developed over
5-6 thousand years for travel
throughout and between the region’s
Anishnaabeg territories. In 1891, when
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Father Charles Paradis established a
small mission at the future site of
Wanapitei, he did so within the
territory of the Kane’jc family clan, one
of 14 territories that made up n’Daki
Menan, the homeland of the TemeAugama Anishnabai (TAA). At the time,
most TAA spent the winters on the
land of their family territories, returning
to Te-mee-ay-gaming ‘the place of deep
water’ (Lake Temagami) for the
summers, much as they had done as far
back as their oral history recalled. But
all this was about to change as the
province of Ontario shifted from
policies alumnus Bob Olajos coined as
‘seasonal colonialism’ to an aggressive
assault to gain control of n’Daki Menan.
In 1901, the Temagami Forest Reserve
was established “to protect one of
eastern North America's largest pine
forests for future logging”. In 1910
regulations were added restricting all
cutting for local building or firewood. In
1904 the railway was pushed north to
Te-mee-ay-gaming and within two years
the province began leasing cottage lots
on many of the islands. To supply
energy for the mine at Cobalt and to
facilitate logging, 7 dams were built
within n’Daki Menan, flooding out 5
family settlements including the nearby
Katt winter encampment at Nan-wawkaming (Diamond Lake). Rebuilding
within the forest reserve was forbidden.
In 1905 regulations were placed on the
trapping of beaver and otter and in 1911
a short-lived Temagami Game and Fish
Reserve was created, prohibiting
unlicensed hunting and fishing. Guns
and nets were seized and TAA were
jailed. The legislation was only revoked
after an outcry from affected settlers.
The relatively popular mid-May to
September day-school, that coincided
with traditional summertime gathering,
was replaced by mandatory September
to June classes. Finally, in 1927 the
Ferguson Highway reached Te-mee-aygaming, bringing a larger wave of
vacationers, including my grandparents,
who penetrated deeper into the
territory. Tourist spending was increased
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but so too was the pressure on wildlife
implications of running our programs
that the TAA depended on for
under the threat of COVID 19 –
sustenance. “The fish”, my mother
policies were established and real-time
stated, “there were so many fish, even in
advice was provided throughout the
the 50s”.
summer. Not yet having run through a
26 years after their initial trip down
successful operating season as a team,
the river, when Stan and Laura Belle
Wanapitei management took the brunt
returned to Kaw-wawm inashing with
of the COVID storm, planning scenario
the purchase of Camp Wanapitei, most
after scenario to ensure every angle was
covered. A handful of seasoned staff
Teme-Augama Anishnabai were living
year-round by the Hudson Bay Post on
committed their summer to Wanapitei,
providing invaluable on the ground
Ma-komin-ising (Bear Island). Dick
Twain, who guided for Wanapitei from
leadership. And finally, the parents of
May to October and trapped on the
our 2021 campers put their trust in
river and surrounding area through the
Wanapitei to provide their children
winter was an exception and that day we
with a safe and exceptional canoe trip
identified saw cuts most likely made by
experience.
Dick, or perhaps Adam Commanda, still
As we pulled our canoe out of the river
fading into the riverbed.
by Chateau dock and I outfitted my
As the log cabin came into view, we
mother with her walking poles, it was
lifted our paddles to slowly drift back
also not lost on me, how profoundly
into the COVID summer of 2021. We
unfair this all was - that so few children
were met by the distant sound of
have access to land-based experiences
laughter accompanied by the knock of
such as those we enable from Kawpaddles on gunwales. We crept near, as
wawm inashing, in the heart of
if approaching a feeding moose, and
n’Daki Menan.
seemingly unnoticed, floated by the
beginner canoeing session. A
boy of about 8, or perhaps
10, gazed through the
shadow cast by his paddle, as
if reading the riverbed below.
I couldn’t help thinking how
lucky we both were.
So many pieces fell into place
to make the Wanapitei
summer of 2021 happen. The
wider community rallied
together, donating the funds
needed to carry on without
major refinancing – thank
you! The 10-member
volunteer board of directors
invested untold time and
energy into navigating the
changing COVID landscape
and, as early as February,
found the courage to commit
to running some type of
program. An alumni based
medical committee was
formed to provide support
for safety related
Taking a pause at the pot hole enjoying the sun and breeze.
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The Adventure
Begins with
the Juniors
JUNIORS
DATES: July 19-21, 2021
Matthew Chung, Riley
Heavens, Sarah Irvine
PARTICIPANTS: Emma Cathcart, Robyn
Amelie Colman, Angus Gray, Logan
Kieffer, Eli Large, Logan Laurie,
Molly Vollmerhausen
LEADERS:

Day 2
Hours on the water: 2
Distance travelled: 5.5KM
Weather: Cloudy and windy, headwinds
were strong.
Quote of the Day: “Why are you using
the soup spoon to take the water out
of the tent?” - Robyn
The campers woke up around 8am, a bit
wet from the storm but in good spirits.
We enjoyed a big breakfast of bacon,
eggs and English muffins. They tasted so
good! Some of the campers even ate two!
After breakfast, the headwinds were too
strong to paddle to another campsite, so
we had a rest day! We collected all the
wet clothes and tents to set them up in
the sun to dry. For lunch we had
chocolate chip pancakes. Robyn, Molly,
Emma really enjoyed the treat for lunch.
As we ate our pancakes, Eli taught us all
how to play UNO. After playing cards,
Angus showed us this awesome
swimming spot that we got to play in.
The boys had so much fun swimming
there. As the evening approached, it was
time to make pizza for dinner! Everyone
got to make their own and choose their

toppings. It was a very fun night as we
ate s'mores for dessert and got to bed
early, ready to head back to camp the
next morning.

DATES:

July 25-28, 2021

Matthew Chung, Riley
Heavens, Sarah Irvine
PARTICIPANTS: Callen Close, Rayna
Gopalan, Henri Hinz-Theriault,
Eider Hulme, Ella Ingram, Mason
Kirkpatrick, Robin MacaulayBoulet, Skye Theissen,
Dashiell Webster
LEADERS:

Day 1
Hours on the water: 1.25
Distance travelled: 2.5KM
Weather: Sunny and calm winds
Quote of the Day: “When I was that
age…” - Skye

while we started setting up the kitchen.
Skye and Dash set a great example with
their first load and with everyone
following their lead, we soon had a great
firewood pile. Once firewood was
collected, we sat down for a lunch of
bagels with cream cheese, tomatoes and
cucumbers before we all went
swimming. Mason and Eider had fun
jumping in the water in what would
turn into the best fishing spot. After
swimming, Tobin and Callen decided to
go fishing while dinner was being made.
Henri eventually joined them and
managed to catch a pike just in time for
us to eat it with our perogies for dinner.
With our bellies full from dinner and
our dessert of s’mores, we all headed off
to the tents for bed. Goodnight Juniors!

DATES: August

Ella MacPhail, Gabriel
Riendeau, Ella Taylor
PARTICIPANTS: Audrey Benson,
Hazel Grassick, James Luengo,
Jackson Mazurkiewicz, John
McLean, Sophia Parsons,
Zoe Parsons
LEADERS:

After a slow morning in camp getting
ready for trip, we set off around noon
for our paddle to Teabag Point. The
calm weather made for an easy journey
and with Skye’s strong paddling leading
the way in the bow, we were there in no
time. Upon arriving at the campsite, the
campers went off in search of firewood

3-5, 2021
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mermaid school! After super cheesy
Mac and extra boiled broccoli,
scrambled brownies were cooked up.
Despite much hesitation due to the
lacklustre appearance of the pan fried
brownies, they were quickly devoured.
Following a much needed teeth
brushing, everyone snuggled into their
sleeping bags and fell asleep thinking
about the exciting day of paddling
under the bridge tomorrow!

Hours on the water: 0.5
Distance travelled: 1KM
Weather: Hazy and wam
Quote of the Day: Audrey “Ahhhh I just
came back from Foodland!!”
[Referencing the multiple plastic
bags full of shoes in her hands]
The group woke up around 7:30 am to
hazy skies and a warm breeze. Everyone
worked together to take down the tents
before a delicious breakfast of eggs,
bacon and English muffins. After
breakfast Gab began making fresh bread
for the day’s lunch - an activity that
James was particularly interested in
learning about! Meanwhile Zoe and
Hazel were busy playing with their
mermaid friends who ended up joining us
for the rest of the day; they even came to
the next campsite! Once lunch was done
being baked and the boats were packed,
we headed out to begin our journey
across Lake Temagami. During our
crossing a few motorboats passed by
creating big waves that everyone really
enjoyed surfing over! John was especially
excited to see how far we could rock the
boat. Once at the new campsite everyone
helped to set up the tents before an
incredible lunch of fresh bread with PB
and J and cheese and tomato. After lunch
the group spent a little while collecting
firewood. Hazel and Audrey worked
together to collect five whole armfuls of
wood! With firewood gathered everyone
changed into their bathing suits and
grabbed their towels before we headed
out to the highly anticipated jumping
rocks! Once there, James, Sophia and
Jack expertly scrambled up the shore to
the jumping rocks. James and Sophia
took quickly to jumping from the big
rock while Jack enjoyed many jumps for
the smaller one. In the meantime,
Audrey, Hazel, Zoe and John enjoyed a
leisurely swim along the shore. After
sharing a special treat of Mars bars, the
whole group enjoyed a peaceful moment
atop one of the boulders. Despite initial

5

DATES: August

10-13, 2021

Ella MacPhail, Gab
Riendeau, Ella Taylor
PARTICIPANTS: Amy Bogoch, Colton
Carver, Gavin Fowler, Emerson
Humes Brooks, Adelaide PlotkinPreston, James Satin Levin, Jace
Siripathane, Molly Vollmerhausen,
Forest Wheeler
LEADERS:

hesitations, John even climbed up to
the top of the big rock! Upon our
return to the campsite, Mac and cheese
was quickly started. While dinner was
being made, Sophia, James, Jack and
John played an exciting game of tag
while Zoe, Hazel and Audrey attended

Day 4
Hours on the water: 30 minutes
Distance travelled: 2KM
Weather: Sunny and hot
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We woke up to an attack of pinecones
on our tents orchestrated by a band of
chipmunks high in the trees. The leaders
rose and began working on breakfast, as
the campers began packing up their
thermarests and sleeping bags. They then
took down their tents with the help of
their leaders. Everyone sat down on the
warm rocks and enjoyed the bowls of
peach crisp doled out by Mac. We basked
in the sun for a little bit before loading
the boats and beginning the paddle back
to camp. With the winds at our back
(sorta) we made great time and quickly
started hearing the hoots and hollers
coming from the bridge. As the last trip
coming under, we had the whole camp
cheering for us! We grew closer and
closer and began seeing familiar faces
smiling down at as from the bridge. After
the excitement of coming under, we
docked at Sangego and started trip clean
up! It was finished quickly and Gavin
began fishing on the back docks. It soon
became a whole group activity and
everyone was getting very excited.
Colton bravely unhooked the fish. What
an end to an awesome trip! See you next
summer!

Temagamis:
Keeping it Local
TEMAGAMI (LATE JULY)
Diamond Lake Double Back. Camp
- Napoleon portage - Diamond Lake Northwest Arm - Pickerel Bay portage paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: July 20-25, 2021
ROUTE:

Perry Dollar, Sophie
Karovitch, Ella MacPhail

LEADERS:
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Evan
Cathcart, Sebastian
Colman, Alexine
Girard, Jacob Girard,
Olivia Laurie,
Audrey Lindsay,
André Lozano,
Nicholas Smith

PARTICIPANTS:

Day 3
Hours on the water: 6.5
Distance travelled:
11KM
Weather: The morning
was overcast, but
once the sun came
out it was extremely
hot
Quote of the Day:
“Lowkey mix the
GORP and corn
nuts together”
-Sophie “WHO’S
LOWKEY?!... AND
WHO’S
CANDACE?!”
-Sebastian
We started our morning off with fully
loaded oatmeal that energized everyone
for our long day ahead. Before hopping
into the boats, we all participated in a
stretch circle to get our bodies ready.
Today we paddled along the north
shore of Diamond Lake back towards
the direction we came from.
Apparently, the oatmeal wasn’t filling
enough because we stopped for a snack
not too long after hitting the water. We
ate dried fruit and cold leftover oatmeal
from earlier - yum! Alexa and André
were practicing the power strokes and
discovering their strength in
preparation for the Napoleon Pickerel
Bay Challenge at the end of session.
Meanwhile, Audrey and Perry were
serenading the day away! At one point
Sophie, Olivia, Alexa, André, Sebastian
and Nick saw two birds that were both
3 feet tall. They looked like miniature
grey ostriches with red faces. We could

have sworn that we had discovered a
new species or found living dinosaurs.
We later found out that they were
Sandhill cranes. We stopped for lunch
on a beautiful sandy beach where we
had tortillas with PB&J and tuna (not
together). We then hopped back into
the boats and paddled towards these
fascinating painted rocks. These rocks
were painted by the Anishinaabe people
hundreds of years ago. After a moment
looking at the pictographs we headed to
our campsite where Perry immediately
started making the pizza dough for
dinner. Meanwhile, Sophie had Ella on
her shoulders, and they were both
lifting the kids up to help set up the
boys super tall A frame tent that you
“had to be at least 5’10” to set up”. Then
Sophie took the kids down to the water
for a quick scrub club before dinner. We
all enjoyed our pizzas two at a time as
they came off the fire hot and fresh. We
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finished the night quickly as it started to
drizzle.
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TEMAGAMI (LATE JULY)
ROUTE: Obabika Loop. Camp - Napoleon

TEMAGAMI (LATE JULY)
Lake Temagami-Kokoko Lake.
Camp - Kokoko Lake - Witches Point Devil Mountain - Ferguson Point - paddle
under the Bridge.
DATES: July 20-25, 2021
ROUTE:

Jordan Decker, Mark Teron,
Lucass Whitear
PARTICIPANTS: Sebastian Popescu,
Helen Nuttal, Grace MacDougal,
Liam Large, Zoe Matthew, Zoe
Thomson, Reece Villager
LEADERS:

Day 1
Hours on the water: 4
Distance travelled: 10KM
Weather: Overcast and drizzly with
PHAT tailwinds. Skies cleared
mid-day.
Quote of the Day: “It’s not great, but it’s
better than nothing” – Helen eating
her dry mash instead of stir fry
After a slow start to the day at the
canoe docks we were immediately
greeted by massive tailwinds and eager
campers. After some light rain and a
drive-by with the Juniors camped at Flat
Rock so Liam could say hi to his brother
Eli, we made it to just before the Devil’s
Mountain Bay for a lunch stop. After a
lunch of bagels and cream cheese (as well
as peanut butter for the picky few) we
quickly finished the rest of our paddle,
camping halfway into the bay. We had an
unscheduled swim in all our gear while
unloading (maybe use the perfect spot to
the right rather than the slip and slide on
the left) and then ran through all our
campsite routines with the first-time
campers. After some technical difficulties
with the firewood collection we sat down
to a filling peanut butter stir fry and an
admittedly dry mash for Helen before
setting off to bed as the bugs nipped at
our heels.

portage - Diamond Lake - Wakimika
Lake - Wakimika Creek - Obabika Lake
- Obabika Inlet - Devil Bay - Ferguson
point - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: July 20-25, 2021
Claire Hunter, Gabriel
Riendeau, Cian Wilson-Valdes
PARTICIPANTS: Benjamin Armstrong,
Indra Atto, Ella Cooper, Sage
Dorcas, Jai Forcier, Kaiyan Gopalan,
Claire Kaudelka
LEADERS:

Day 2
Hours on the water: 8.5
Distance travelled: 24km
Weather: Sunny, beautiful day!

7

FIRST MORNING ON TRIP. The
campers woke up to the lovely sound of
Gab's guitar playing and the delicious
smell of eggs and bakey mmmmm. We
hit the water at a brisk 10 o'clock and
paddled with sweet tailwinds and
DESTROYED two 400m portages in a
row. The camper boat was given maps
for the day and navigated us all the way
to Wakimika, where we had a delicious
pasta salad and then set up a MASSIVE
sail and sailed all the way across the
lake! We went FAST. Like, really fast.
Big ups to Kaiyan, Indra, Jai, and Sage
for holding the sail down at the front of
the boats! Meanwhile Camper Claire,
Ella, and Leader Gab vlogged the whole
experience. After breeeezing down
Wakimika we took down the sail and
navigated the twists and turns of
Wakimika river. Ben did an awesome
job sterning around the trees and tricky
river bends. We finally made it to
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Obabika (which translates to "one lake
that is almost two" in Ojibwe) and
Indra and Gab did an AWESOME job
paddling really hard to beat another
group to a campsite. They smoked the
other group, but unfortunately the
campsite was already taken. Instead of
backing down, we decided to end the
day with yet ANOTHER portage into a
BEAUTIFUL little lake with this
beautiful little rock face. The lake was
super quiet and really still. It was so
quiet that every time we shouted even a
little bit there was an insane echo. We
settled down into an awesome little
campsite and made delicious stir fry
(veggies chopped by Indra!) (with
coconut rice and wow butter sauce
mmm) then had an AMAZING
brownie dessert. The water was SO
STILL and the moon was so beautiful
and bright and reflected across the
water like nothing we'd ever seen
before. Off to bed after another
amazing day!

TEMAGAMI (EARLY AUGUST)
Centre Falls. Camp - Napoleon
Portage - Diamond Lake - Lady Evelyn
Lake - Willow Island Lake - Lady
Evelyn South Channel - Centre Falls -

ROUTE:

TH E PAD D L E R

Lady Evelyn Lake - Diamond Lake Ferguson point - paddle under the Bridge
DATES: August 6-11, 2021
Perry Dollar, Robyn Fyfe,
Sarah Irvine
PARTICIPANTS: Christina Adams, Ian
Araujo, Thomas Beyers, Lucas Bill,
Robin Fowler, Theo GreismanBlank, Moyra Kenward-Park, Isla
Mazurkiewics, Anna McNaughton
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was done, we saw the painted rocks on
Diamond Lake which were super cool.
Anna soloed Perry for a little while
showing off her power and right at the
divide of Diamond and Lady Evelyn
lakes we ate a lunch of coleslaw which
Theo, Lucas and Ian didn’t seem too
keen about.
Thomas and the rest of the boys talked
non-stop about the vegan teacher which
was very interesting. We checked out a
few campsites for the night and ended
up going back to the first one we
checked out which luckily already had a
bit of nicely cut up firewood. Girls were
singing in the woods while getting
firewood which slowed their progress
tremendously. Dinner was a delicious
spaghetti with red sauce and shortly
after it was bedtime.

LEADERS:

Day 2
Hours on the water: 7
Distance travelled: 14KM
Weather: Overcast
Bacon breakfast sandwiches were the
only option on the menu for breakfast
and boy were they delicious; well at
least for those of us who enjoy eggs.
Shortly after with all our bellies full
aside from Anna we loaded up the boats
and were able to get on the water by 11.
After a short paddle we saw the other
Temag group and said HI and BYE as
we passed their campsite. Again, we had
some strong headwinds and which made
for slow progress to Sharp Rock
portage. On the portage we somehow
ran into Moyra’s old ski instructor on
the portage. Snack was no bakes which
all the kids loved. Christina, Robin, and
Isla even wanted the recipe. After snack

TEMAGAMI (EARLY AUGUST)
Obabika Scoop. Camp - Napoleon
portage - Diamond Lake - Wakimika
Lake - Wakimika Creek - Obabika Lake
- Shishkong - Bob Lake - Diamond Lake
- Northwest Arm - Ferguson Point paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: August 6-11, 2021
ROUTE:

Riley Heavens, Claire
Hunter, Mark Teron
PARTICIPANTS: Skye Badenoch,
William Debane, Chloe Godbout,
Gabriel Lampard, Hugh (Hugo)
Luengo, Matilda (Eli) McLean,
Emmett Oliver, Anna (Rosie)
Satin Levin
LEADERS:

Day 2
Hours on the water: 5
Distance travelled: 12KM
Weather: Cloudy and rainy
Quote of the Day: “How did Godzilla
turn into your mom is a lion?”Gabriel (while playing broken
telephone starting on Gabriel
to William)
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We woke up around 7:30 am and began
to pack up our stuff before breakfast
and the first portage of the day. Claire
made a delicious peach crisp with the
help of Emmett’s extraordinary fire
making skills. We began our first
portage where we met another group
who cheered on the campers as they
brought all the heavy gear to the end.
We started our paddle across Wakimika
Lake. As we paddled in the gloomy
weather, the group sang Christmas
jingles to pass the time to eventually get
to a small creek section. With Skye’s
strong paddling skills, we completed the
twisty creek in no time! We arrived at
Obabika Lake where we stopped before
our second portage of the day to enjoy
lunch of PB& J on tortillas and many
games of scatter. With full bellies, we
were then ready to crush this portage.
Everyone killed it! The dedication each
camper had to get it done was crazy!
Tilly even volunteered to take some of
the heaviest gear packs we had. After
crushing that portage, we made it into
Shis Kong lake and had to paddle a very
small distance to our cute little island
that soon became our campsite. As
Riley made dinner, the campers enjoyed
swimming and scrubbing in the lake
with Claire. She paddled into the
middle of the lake for everyone to be
able to jump out of the canoe! It was so
much fun!! We all enjoyed mac & cheese
for dinner then headed to our tents for
many games of cards and lots of
reading. Good night campers!

TEMAGAMI (LATE AUGUST)
Bear Island Loop. Camp - Devil
Mountain - Kokoko Lake - Witches Point
- Bear Island - Sealrock Point - Ferguson
Point - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: August 20-25, 2021
ROUTE:

LEADERS: Matthew

Chung, Sarah
Irvine, Ella Taylor
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PARTICIPANTS: Allison

Bogoch, Davis
Cho-Chu, Wyatt Crangle, William
Debane, Austin Dey-Kerr, Chloe
Godbout, Isaac Lewinberg, Martin
Lewinberg, Winter Logan,
Duncan Rose

Day 3
Hours on the water: 6
Distance travelled: 10KM
Weather: Overcast but HOT
Quote of the Day: “the marijuana
trench” -Will talking about the
Marianas Trench.
We woke up early to the sun rising on
our shield rock campsite. While
everyone began to pack up their stuff,
the leaders cooked up some peach crisp
and quinoa salad. During breakfast,
Chloe and Winter almost single
handedly finished two whole containers
of yoghurt! After scarfing down the
crisp, the group gathered for a map
session. With the plan for the day in our
minds we set out for the portage into
Eye Lake. While on the water, a rousing
game of GHOST was the group's choice
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of entertainment. The two camper
boats paddled by Duncan, Isaac, Allison
and Wyatt, Davis and Martin travelled
incredibly fast, leading the boats swiftly
towards the last portage of the trip.
Aside from a stinky and murky
unloading spot which caused much
distress for the campers, we completed
the portage in an hour -a new record.
Chloe even carried a boat the entire
way - way to go! At the end of the
portage with boats all loaded, the group
took a nice break for quinoa salad and a
couple games of mafia. In a dramatic
turn of events it turned out that pingu/
Pont was the mafia all along! The group
then continued paddling through Eye
Lake and into Lake Temagami. By late
afternoon we reached Sand Point, a
stunning grassy point with a lovely sand
beach. Everyone had to collect lots of
firewood because we took advantage of
the lovely site and early arrival by
beginning the arduous process of
making pizza! As today was Valentine’s
Day, many heartfelt confessions of love
were professed over dinner including a
delicious heart shaped pizza that
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Allison made for Ella. After the
wonderful pizza dinner, Winter led the
group through more mafia while the
leaders prepared mint hot chocolate
and s’mores. Everyone gathered by the
fire while we roasted marshmallows.
The group counted down until
“midnight” (ten) and toasted with the
hot cocoa to celebrate New Years (our
second holiday of the day). Winter,
Chloe and Davis also opened a hair
salon of which Matt was clearly their
favourite customer with his luscious
locks. Once the group was
appropriately filled with sugar, the
campers got ready for bed and were
encouraged to brainstorm costume
ideas for tomorrow’s holiday:
Halloween! Trick or treat Temag As!

TEMAGAMI (LATE AUGUST)
The Sharp Rock Inlet Exploration
Expedition. Camp - Napoleon portage Sharp Rock Inlet - Raccoon Point - Eye
Lake - Devil Mountain - Ferguson point
- paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: August 20-25, 2021
ROUTE:

LEADERS: Jordan

Decker, Riley
Heavens, Claire Hunter
PARTICIPANTS: Dean Melnik, Noah
Melnik, Felix Lundin Grieveson,
Leo Olajos, Maya Nisker, Natalie
Vaughan, Henry Wilson, Zero
Rumble, Stella Panchuk

Day 3
Hours on the water: 6
Distance travelled: 16KM
Weather: Cloudy and warm
Quote of the Day: Castaways, I am a
castaway. – Henry
We awoke quite early in the morning
to Leo singing loudly in the tent. We
packed up and had a delicious breakfast
of SUPERCAKES made by Bradley,
Stella, Leo, and Felix. We eat teamed
the rest of the pancakes and we pushed
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off down the lovely Kokoko Bay. We
told scary stories and played chooseyour-own-adventure stories in the boat
(Natalie did a particularly good one
involving a creepy old lady in a motel!).
We passed by one of Jojo’s previous
camper’s cottages and said hello to the
cutest little brown lab puppy ever
named Reggie. After some much
needed puppy therapy (a lot of us were
missing our furry friends today), we
continued down Kokoko Bay on serene
waters. We eventually made it to
Temagami Island where we stopped for
a very filling snack of no bakes and
played a first (of very many) rounds of
scatter. We did a beautiful hike down
“Old Growth” trail and then down the
white trail and we saw MASSIVE
trees!!! Then we paddled a little while
back north and camped at a big
beautiful campsite. After a long swim
with lifejackets used as diapers, we
officially renamed our group from the
Temag Blueberries to the Temag Babies
and we rode the
waves from
passing boats in
our diaperlifejackets. After
an intense game
of splashing
between Felix,
Leo, and Noah
we had a
delicious meal of
perogies (sausage
and cheese
chopped by
Stella). After
MANY games of
mafia and scatter
later we headed
off to sleep.
Goodnight
Temag Babies!
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Venture Further
with the Coureurs
de Bois
COUREUR DE BOIS
(LATE JULY)
Center Falls. Camp - Napoleon
portage - Diamond Lake - Lady Evelyn
Lake - Willow Island Lake - Lady
Evelyn South Channel - Centre Falls Lady Evelyn Lake - Diamond Lake Ferguson Point - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: July 20-27, 2021
ROUTE:
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LEADERS: Jack

Gardiner and
Laura Peberdy
PARTICIPANTS: Sonia Banerjee, Elsie
Brcic – Smith, Benjamin Douglas,
Hazel Dowling, Jeffery Ion, Abigail
Lindsay, Desmond Lyons, Jester
Martel, Elizabeth Parker,
Jack Thorpe

Day 1
Distance travelled: 13KM
Breakfast was eaten at a regular time
at camp, where the group gave an
overview of what the route would look
like as well as some personal goals/what
they were looking forward to. We sped
through the morning leaving before any
of the other trips that day, and quickly
moved towards the dreaded Napoleon
Portage. Being the first portage of the
trip, it took a little longer but we still
pulled through and everything was
brought across, with Jack, Desmond,
Libby and Abby carrying boats. There
was a little confusion at the end as
about four trips were coming through
that one area at once and Claire from
one of the Temag groups kindly gave us
back our water jug. As we continued
paddling we practiced open water
crossings, eventually having lunch of
bagels and cream cheese behind an
island cottage, where we met a cute dog
and some nice people. Later in the day
we found Sharp Rock, and easily ran
through it. We soon arrived at our
campsite, where we ate a scrumptious
stir fry for dinner. Jester and Tash tried
to sleep outside, but it was a bit too
buggy for them, so they moved into the
tents for some… interesting
conversations.

COUREUR DE BOIS
(LATE JULY)
ROUTE: Montreal - Anima Nipissing Loop.

Camp - Napoleon portage - Diamond
Lake - Lady Evelyn Lake - Lady Evelyn

Narrows - Montreal River - Anima
Nipissing - Red Squirrel Lake - Red
Squirrel River - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: July 20-27, 2021
Gabriel Fischer-Schmidt and
Robyn Fyfe
PARTICIPANTS: Matthew Baumgart,
Otsirkatste Brant, Daniel
Ivashinnikov, Charlie Jeffery, Nate
Leckie, Alexis Lozano, Wilfred
Murdoch, Ben Walsh, Tobias Webb
LEADERS:

Day 5
Hours on the water: 5
Distance travelled: 6km
Weather: Very sunny with strong
headwinds

Quote of the Day: “Imagine if all our
headwinds were tailwinds…” - Tobias
It’s impossible to describe our campers
as anything but rockstars today! We
took down our tents and loaded boats
in record time, energised by the
thought of our big portage today. In
order to get to the trail, we battled
fierce headwinds and strong waves,
keeping our eyes on the prize of the
takeout. As soon as we got to the
portage, the campers sprang into
action, assigning loads and beginning
the walk. Nobody was phased by the
muddy trail, with Katste and Ben taking
a boat on all three legs of our trek.
Our boats were eventually placed in the
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nice sandy put-in and we took our first
paddle strokes in the Anima Nipissing.
Boy, were those strokes tough! The
headwinds from earlier had increased
and were now accompanied by driving
rain and cold temperatures. While the
campers were troopers, we decided to
end the day early when we found a
closer campsite than the one we were
aiming for. Dry clothes were donned,
tuck was savoured, and tortillas with
hummus and cheese as well as s’mores
were had for dinner when Gabriel
magic-ed up a fire with the wettest
wood we’d ever seen. Maybe tomorrow
there’ll be tailwinds!

COUREUR DE BOIS
(EARLY AUGUST)
Shish-Kong Chill. Camp Napoleon portage - Diamond Lake - Bob
Lake - Shish Kong - Obabika Lake Obabika Inlet - Devil Mountain Ferguson point - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: August 4-12, 2021
ROUTE:

TH E PAD D L E R

Gabriel Fischer-Schmidt and
Sophie Karovitch
PARTICIPANTS: Charlotte Badenoch,
Logan Farlinger, Peter Kaminski,
Portia Kemp, Isabelle Kerbler, Nigel
Kingston, Jude Lampard, Peter
Smith-Moores, Owen Tarr, Edie
Taylor, Oceane Walker
LEADERS:

Day 4
Hours on the water: Rest Day!
Weather: Grey and cool
Quote of the Day: “My thorn is
portaging” - Everyone
This morning was slow, we slept in and
enjoyed the scenic space. After
pancakes we saw figures across the lake.
It was Jing, Jack, and Trevor! They had
traveled from camp to help facilitate a
nature hike through the surrounding
old growth. After a quick welcome we
headed up the trail towards the Three
Sisters. Passing by beautiful pine after
beautiful pine we stopped and enjoyed a
moment with the Three Sisters. Owen
and Jude left gifts for the Giants and we
all enjoyed their wisdom and beauty.
Although comfortable in their shade,
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we headed on to some lookouts. With
Sophie, Isabelle and Oceane leading the
way we made it there in no time. After
wow butter and jam sammies we relaxed
and looked over where we had been and
where we were going. After returning to
the campsite we enjoyed mac and said
goodbye to our guests. We lit a fire and
the night went on, scary stories were
told, and we all shared excitement for
what was to come as well and things we
had appreciated so far.
Goodnight CdeB’ss.

COUREUR DE BOIS
(EARLY AUGUST)
The South Channel. Camp Napoleon portage - Diamond Lake Lady Evelyn Lake - Willow Island Lakes
- Lady Evelyn South Channel - Centre
Falls - Helen Falls - The Barn portage Diamond Lake - Northwest Arm - beach
- paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: August 4-12, 2021
ROUTE:

Matthew Chung and
Jordan Decker
PARTICIPANTS: Alex Araujo, Benjamin
Cescon, Angus Henderson, Noah
Hollinger, Adam Nissim-Stem,
Stefan Parsons, Fionn Quinn, Quin
Rumble, Leo Smith-Moores, Nolan
Wiese, Marco Zyp
LEADERS:

Day 7
Hours on the water: 8
Distance travelled: 22KM (including the
7KM not so essential “Deer Island
detour”
Weather: headwinds, raining, and then
sunny on and off
Quote of the Day: “Guys, I think we
can all agree we should’ve set up the
third tent” – Marco
After a long night of lightning drills
and hoping our tents wouldn’t blow
away the group enjoyed an unexpected
sleep in. A scrambled muffin breakfast
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was made over an impressive wet wood
fire and consumed when the group had
packed up. We pushed off later than
normal thinking we were in for a short
day. Head winds greeted us as we made
our way across Diamond Lake to Sharp
Rock portage. Sharp rock portage, the
groups 75m test of how much they have
improved. And yes, lots of
improvement was made, but two sets of
nasty wet socks were not claimed. The
socks were Ho Wanged, and the new
owners of the socks were Matt and
Stefan. The whole sock business was a
crazy ordeal that led to future plans for
all parties involved. A lunch of summer
sausage, cheese, and loaf were devoured
along with juice crystals. We briefly
bumped into a Temag group from
Wanapitei on Sharp Rock portage as
they were unloading their boats. The
rain poured down on us as we paddled
across Sharp Rock Inlet. Somehow, we
ended up paddling down and around
Deer Island, a 7km beautiful detour.
When we got to our planned campsite
it was taken along with the other
campsites around. It was decided as a
group we should push on to Napoleon
and camp on the beach. In record time
the group crushed Napoleon portage,
shoutout to Noah for taking a boat and
carrying it over in only 8 minutes! The
rain came down on us once again as we
paddled to the beach. We quickly
arrived and snacked on no bakes and
corn nuts (thank you camp Pathfinder).
The boys swam in the beautifully rainy
sunset and Nolan decided it was
essential a hole was dug … for foot
washing? With pb and j wraps
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consumed everyone, except Ben,
crammed into 2, hopefully not so wet
tents. Ben decided he’d rather sleep
under a canoe. Our last full day of trip
was comedic baby girls, sleep tight, we
paddle under tomorrow.

COUREUR DE BOIS
(LATE AUGUST)
The Emerald Lake Loop. Camp Lake Temagami - Obabika Inlet Obabika Lake - Emerald Lake Manitour Lake - Turtleshell Lake - Gull
Lake - Lake Temagami - Ferguson point paddle under the Bruige.
DATES: August 19-26, 2021
ROUTE:

Ella MacPhail and Gabriel
Riendeau
PARTICIPANTS: Callum Brooks, Sally
Bruce, Annie Charlton-Parker, Heidi
Daniels, Miles Doll, Clara Jimenez,
Ella Jones, Remy Milar, Oona
Starritt, Quinn Winterburn
LEADERS:
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delicious beavertails for breaky. Oona
and Heidi saw a snapping turtle at the
site! We packed up then headed out on
the water for 3.5 km until we reached
our first and last portage of the day. We
banged out the portage and Gab banged
up a canoe at the end that was
temporarily repaired with duct tape. We
began to paddle on beautiful Gull Lake
and noticed a bit of a breeze on our tails
so we decided to sail! A couple of
kilometers and a quick detour later, we
landed upon a beautiful beach where we
had pesto for lunch and swam a lot. The
beach had a sharp drop off and the
campers enjoyed running until they
suddenly fell in the water. Annie
enjoyed cartwheeling instead of running
until falling over the edge. We scrubbed
out bodies to rid ourselves of dirt then
continued to paddle to our campsite.
We enjoyed pizza for dinner and then
scrambled chocolate cake for dessert
for Miles’ birthday. We spotted a beaver
and we sang lots of songs with the
guitar before drifting off to sleep.

Day 5
Hours on the water: 6 hours 5 minutes
Distance travelled: 10KM
Weather: HOT and sunny!
Quote of the Day: *Gab drinks some
pineapple juice* Gab “LEADER
SIPPS”
Remy “Can there be kid who lends his
knife sipps?”
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MILES! We
had a slightly later wakeup after the
long and tiring day yesterday where we
got scorched from the sun. We had

COUREUR DE BOIS
(LATE AUGUST)
Lady Evelyn South Channel.
Camp - Napolean portage - Diamond
Lake - Lady Evelyn Lake - Willow
Island Lakes - Lady Evelyn South
Channel - Centre Falls - Helen Falls - The
Barn portage - Diamond Lake Northwest Arm - beach - paddle under
the Bridge.
DATES: August 19-26, 2021
ROUTE:
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LEADERS: Perry
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Dollar and

Mark Teron
Everett Cho-Chu,
Seth Crangle, Griffin Crooks
Bourassa, Charlotte Iles, Soren
Logan, Samuel Mason, Aisha
Nabigon-Froese, Cameron
Richardson, Nikko Szablowski,
Chloe Zyp

PARTICIPANTS:

Day 4
Hours on the water: 6 hours
Distance travelled: 6.5KM
Weather: Hot and sunny
Quote of the Day: Cam: “Are you street
smart?” Seth - “No I jaywalk from
time to time”
Woke up without the sound of guitar
this morning sadly as the pounding
white water would drown it out
instantly. Peach crisp and tea to get us
ready to finish the portage that we had
begun the day prior. Before we took off,
we decided to take a quick swim
underneath the falls and have a little
photoshoot. We completed the portage,
did some paddling, then hit another
super nice portage which despite being
long had a nice trail and was over in no
time. Our food packs being lighter at
this point in the trip was very helpful.
Next, there was a mixture of little swifts
and lining which Cam, Sam, Aisha,
Seth, and Charlotte especially enjoyed.
Right before the south channel opened
up, we saw a portage sign on RR with a
maintained trail which we were not
expecting but couldn’t hear any white
water at all and cautiously continued. 50
meters of flatwater paddling later and
we saw the other side. Perry went to
inspect the trail to see if it led anywhere
else, but we were all left confused and
made up reasons for why this trail was
there. After a short paddle in headwinds
we arrived at the start of our longest
portage which was also our campsite.
We got firewood and had tuna wraps for
lunch which some of the campers were
not super enthusiastic about. Seth even
had his wrap with leftover crisp and

mustard which
was an odd
combination.
Tents were set
up and the
campers had
plenty of time to
chill. Perry and
Mark alternated
portaging boats
and making
dinner while the
campers finally
got to enjoy
Nikko’s DND
campaign. Aisha,
Evie, Sam, and
Charlotte did an
awesome job
helping with
boats. We broke
a yoke in the
middle of the
barn but decided
it would be a problem for tomorrow. We
all enjoyed delicious pizza as the sun
was setting and headed off to bed.

COUREUR DE BOIS (AUGUST)
Sturgeon-French-Killarney. Camp
- Lake Temagami - Wawiagama Lake Wawiagami River - Obabika River Sturgeon River. Camp. Dokis Bay French River - Georgian Bay - Killarney
- shuttle to Camp - paddle under
the Bridge.
DATES: August 7-25, 2021
ROUTE:

Sophie Karovitch and Ethan
Rajaratnam
PARTICIPANTS: Julian Blumberg,
Cooper Brown, Kennedy Dabner,
Jacob Hargadon, Sophia Lewis,
Violet MacMillan, Isabelle Martin,
Kati Martin, Makayla Nisker, Elsie
Robb, Lauren Roberts
LEADERS:

Day 15
Hours on the water: Rest Day!
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Weather: HAWT
Quote of the Day: *Scene of the Day*
“Jacob and Cooper emerge from
dunking their heads in Juice crystals
with their foreheads dyed bright
red”
REST DAY!!! After a well-deserved
sleep in, we kept our voices down and
whispered until Sophie finally emerged
from her tent. As soon as she was
spotted, she was greeted with cheers
and hugs as the chatter began. Ethan
was already halfway into the pancake
making process. After a scrummy
breaky we put on our shining armour
(our life jackets) to prepare for the daily
knighting ceremony. Today Sir
Deqdemic was knighted (Elsie), so hard
working, so amazing! It turned out that
the Forest Fairy paid Lauren and Maki a
visit last night. They both woke with
bags of smarties by their heads after
both losing their teeth the day before.
With the day already boiling we put our
swimsuits on and hung out on an island
for an hour and a half until our bellies
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got hungry. We swam back like
mermaid’s, then enjoyed tortillas with
PB&J for lunch. Cooper and Sophie
prepped some delish fruit punch juice
crystals for everyone to enjoy in the
shade. Another swim later we were
starting the pizza making process. Elsie
and Sophie went last and unfortunately
burnt their pizza pretty horribly… Jacob
and Cooper brilliantly tried dying their
hair pink in the leftover juice crystals,
but just ended up with sticky hair and
stained foreheads. The night was
wrapped up and we all crawled into our
warm tents for the night.

Paddling with
the Pioneers
PIONEER (LATE JULY)
Groundhog River. Shuttle to putin - Groundhog River - take out at
Fauquier - shuttle to Camp - paddle
under the Bridge.
DATES: July 18-27, 2021
ROUTE:

LEADERS: Molly

Heintzman and

Kai Malcolm
Jack Annan, Edith
Armstrong, Parissa Asgari, Malcolm
Baar, Duncan Bailey, Anna
Iwanowski, Jared Letts, Alexander
Lindsay, Beckett Mars, Tenzin Ruff,
Oscar Shonk, Malcolm Torrie

PARTICIPANTS:

Day 5
Hours on the water: Rest Day!
Weather: Warm
Quote of the Day: (Group conversation)
Duncan: “I got this thing, it wasn’t
heat exhaustion but I got really hot,
blurred vision and started seeing
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red-” “That’s heat exhaustion”- Kai
and Molly
Today we woke up all excited because
it was JACK’S BIRTHDAY AND a rest
day! Kai made us all delicious chocolate
chip pancakes for breakfast. After this
we had a visitor in our campsite, a
kayaker who was playing in the set
beside our site. We chatted with him
and then decided to join him and many
people started playing in the set. Some
people tried soloing and we were trying
to surf a wave at the bottom of the set.
Kai and Mac got it for a bit but
unfortunately we couldn’t do it again.
Our playing was disrupted when Jared
had a dump while soloing. The boat
decided to float down right into the
only exposed rock in the set and
proceeded to thoroughly wrap around
it. We attached a rope to the boat and
had to get the whole group pulling on
it to get it off the rock,
but we managed to do it
thankfully. We enjoyed
some Mars bars to
celebrate Jack’s birthday
and then began cooking
our spaghetti dinner.
After dinner there was a
team effort to make
cookies for Jack. This
was spearheaded by
Parissa and Jared, though
there were some mixed
feelings about how to go
about the cookie process
with Tenzin offering a
sense of calmness and
wisdom to the group as
she always does. In the
end the cookies turned
out okay. After our busy
but enjoyable rest day
some campers took turns
reading from the Men’s
Bible which we had
found at the campsite.
Goodnight everyone.
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PIONEER (LATE JULY)
Noire-Temagami Rivers. Shuttle to
put-in - Noire River - shuttle to Camp Temagami River - take out at River
Valley - shuttle to Camp - paddle under
the Bridge.
DATES: July 18-22 & 25-27, 2021
ROUTE:

LEADERS: Liz

Evans and Jacob Fischer
PARTICIPANTS: Quinn de Pencier,
Ellie Dowling, Tilda Fowler, Jasmine
McGowan, Nathan Naumann,
Hannah Squires, Yarrow Sopinka,
Cameron Swayze, Alice Torrie, Sloan
Villiger, Lyric White

Day 2
Hours on the water: 5 hours
Distance travelled: 5KM
Weather: Sunny and hot!
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Day 4
Hours on the water: 5
Distance travelled: 10KM
Weather: Bright and sunny!
Quote of the Day: “Your toes are really
long” -Ally, “Yeah, cause evolution”
-Hartley

Liz and Jacob wanted a bit of a sleep in
but were woken up by the sound of
Hannah scraping burnt brownies off the
dutch oven. Before scouting Ragged
Chute, large pancakes were devoured
and all the gear was potaged to the end.
With Jacob and Cameron showing the
group the line down everyone gave it a
go with great success! After lifting the
boats over the next set, the final few
rapids caught Jasmin and Quinn by
surprise but they didn’t mind cause it
meant they got to cool off! Some
delicious Thai pasta salad was devoured
while Liz surprised everyone with some
juice crystals. With a final log being
thrown into the rapid by Quinn and
Cameron, the group continued on to
the next two rapids. With lots of
practice dodging rocks everyone made
it down cleanly! Great job, Pions! With
the final portage to our campsite Ellie
wanted to challenge herself and carry a
canoe and Lyric so gracefully lowered a
canoe and herself into the water. With a
quick paddle to the campsite boats were
unloaded and fire soon collected so we
could start on making some ZA!
Cameron made a spectacular dough
while Sloan made the sauce and Hannah
grated All. The. Cheese. While

everyone was figuring out which dough
baby to take Ellie went ahead and made
her pizza bagels but accidentally
dropped the marg and it splattered all
over Nathan. Guess it was meant to be
scrub club tonight! Lunch crew worked
tirelessly while the sun was setting with
the help of Tilda’s new found skill of
fire making. Goodnight Pions!

PIONEER (LATE JULY)
Temagami River. Camp - Lake
Temagami - Cross Lake - Temagami
River - take out at River Valley - shuttle
to Camp - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: July 18-26, 2021
ROUTE:

Logan Germain and Ethan
Rajaratnam
PARTICIPANTS: Alexandra BradleyDull, Kaitlyn Burnes, Charlie
Drever, Milo Field, Hartley Frise
Rucklidge, Ross Henry, Maureen
Hodnett, Benjamin Kohn, Hugo
Purdon, Pyper Rajaratnam, Charlie
Ruff, Sarah Thomson

We awoke to briskness. Some might
say it was cold. However, a warm meal
of 8-grain quickly heated us up! For five
brave Eat Team souls (Ross, Hartley,
Hugo, Carlos, and Ethan), this was the
third straight quinoa meal. Quinoa
gang! After breakfast, Katie gave an
enlightening chakra lesson and, as a
group, we opened our heart chakras. A
quick send on a sweet set followed. We
kept party gear on for the rest of the
morning, as we hit a few more sets, and
Charlizzle sterned whitewater for the
first time (whoop whoop!). We enjoyed
some boat yoga and created a boat
train. A great lunch of Wow butter, jam,
and chocolate chip torts kept our spirits
high and we hit our one portage for the
day with enthusiasm. We soon reached
our fantastic campsite for the night and
everyone practiced center-flipping, and
Katie, Sarah, and Maureen all centerflipped an ABS boat for the first time! A
wonderful Mac And Cheese (MAC) was
whipped up by Pyper, Hugo, and
Charlizzle, complete with extra TVP.
We tried some protein powder too, and
Carlos dry-scooped all over his face. All
for the vlog, much respect. To end off
the evening, Mafia was played, then
everyone went to bed. G’night, Pion Cs!

LEADERS:

PIONEER (EARLY AUGUST)
Dumoine River. Shuttle to put-in Dumoine River - Grande Chutes -take
out at Driftwood Park - shuttle to Camp
- paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: August 3-12, 2021
ROUTE:

Kai Malcolm and
Laura Peberdy

LEADERS:
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Rowan Conrad,
Deszmo Dyson, Jack George, Abel
Hollinger, Isaac Marechal, Liam
McLauchlan, Duncan McQuat,
Elysabeth Rowat, Lissandra
Sicurella, Elliot Straszynski,
Oliver Taback

PARTICIPANTS:

Day 2
Hours on the water: 4.5 hours
Distance travelled: 2.5KM
Weather: Nice
Quote of the Day: "I must be bad luck!"
-Jack
We woke up around 8:30 on our
slightly elevated forest campsite
overlooking the mirror of Lac Benoit,
before having a nicely spiced egg and
bacon sandwich breakfast on English
muffins. We had boats loaded before
breakfast, Duncan and Abel up quick
and loaded a lot, and everyone else
doing their part. After reviewing the
short but sweet day on the maps, we
pushed off for our second day of trip,
and second day of whitewater. We
enjoyed eddy hopping and ferrying our
way down some smaller rapids before
getting to "tight around the bend", a
fun wave train with some technical
aspects we all scouted together, making
sure we were comfortable with the
amount of time we had between the
washout of the rapid and the ledge we
were portaging downstream. Oh the
beauty of the Dumoine! Everyone
styled the set, all learning from each
other's lines as we went one at a time.
We took out and made quick work of
the portage, before having a quick crisp
snack of apples, swimming in the
washout of the ledge, where Liam and
Laura went for a little swim-venture.
Hopping back in our boats refreshed,
we quickly got to canoe eater, our most
challenging rapid so far. It was long,
technical, and hard to scout! So we all
practiced boat scouting from the top,
fired it up, and only had one dump; the
mojo boat, laden down with the extra
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weight. They held onto their paddles
and self rescued, with the rest of the
group picking up the pieces at the
bottom. We celebrated with Liz's lunch
at the campsite and had a nice break.
Isaac, Elliot, Lissandra, Duncan and Kai
ran an empty boated lap, Isaac going for
a second solo, and Elliot following solo
after. The crew noisily enjoyed our
dinner of spaghetti before eventually
settling in for the night, after a brief
scare when Rowen blew her whistle as
she was momentarily lost getting back
from the thunderbox. An awesome day!

PIONEER (EARLY AUGUST)
Groundhog River. Shuttle to putin - Groundhog River - take out at
Fauquier - shuttle to Camp - paddle
under the Bridge.
DATES: August 3-12, 2021
ROUTE:

Liz Evans and Cian
Wilson-Valdes

LEADERS:
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Daniel Ambrose,
Callum Bender, Ella Burgess, Sophie
Chase, Evan Gautreau, Oliver
Mason, Max Mital, Nicholas
Parsons, Norah Petrou, Lucas
Richards, Skye Senecal

PARTICIPANTS:

Day 5
Hours on the water: Rest Day!
Distance travelled: 0
Weather: Sunny!
Gooooood morning, Pions!!! It’s a
rest day for us to make some wicked
food and learn some whitewater skills!
After scarfing down some breakfast
burritos and laying out every single item
of clothing we all brought to dry, we ran
the boats down the set so we could get
started in the wash out. While Norah,
Lucas and Oliver made a delicious
looking loaf for lunch tomorrow, Liz
coached everyone else on C - turns and
fine tuning our whitewater strokes. And
everyone killed it. After Cian taught the
kiddos some ferrying where Dan and
Ella did some flipping but a lot of
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learning! Shortly after we had a
delightful and expected surprise with
Alex bringing us our new boat.
THANK YOU ALEX, YOU'RE A
LEGEND! With an afternoon break
the group began brainstorming how to
build a hot tub oasis in the nearby eddy
and with some brains and power it came
into existence! Right before dinner was
going to be started we portaged the
boats a few more times so we could all
get a chance again at running the rapids
with our new skills and everyone did so
well!! With tummies filled with pizza
and hot chocolate they group went to
bed dreaming about six mile rapid
tomorrow!

PIONEER (LATE AUGUST)
Coulonge River. Shuttle to put-in Cologne River - take out at the Terry Fox
Bridge - shuttle to Camp - paddle under
the Bridge.
DATES: August 17-27, 2021
ROUTE:

Robyn Fyfe and Kai
Malcolm
PARTICIPANTS: Charlies Binnie,
Helene Briggs, Malcolm CharltonParker, Dove Dey-Kerr, Michele
LEADERS:
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Horak, Sierra Horak, Abigail
Jimenez, Simon Lundin Grieveson,
Miles Millar, Isabella Parker, Leila
Rabbat, Oscar Szablowski
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portage. The rest of the day was spent
portaging boats to the end, whipping up
a HUGE pasta dinner and chilling
around the campsite. Great day!

Day 7
Hours on the water: 6
Distance travelled: 28km
Weather: Mix of sun and clouds
The group woke up at 8am and had a
quick breakfast before setting off. We
paddled a couple kilometres before
arriving at Little Devils Rapid, a small
set which we snuck down the left side
of and punched a wave or laced a V at
the bottom. Everyone executed
beautiful lines and made it down no
problem. We paddled on until arriving
at Die Hard Rapids, one of our biggest
sets of trip so far! We snuck down a
tongue on river left and went right of a
big ledge. After punching some big,
reactionary waves we all finished the
beautiful R2 rapid! We got back into a
long stretch of flat water where we
stopped to eat lunch on a sandy beach
shaded by a gorgeous tree. Mission =
accomplished (shout outs to the lunch
crew for another delicious meal). We
finally arrived at a beautiful campsite at
the start of the Rapides enrages

PIONEER (LATE AUGUST)
Groundhog River. Shuttle to putin - Groundhog River - take out at
Fauquier - shuttle to Camp - paddle
under the Bridge.
DATES: August 17-27, 2021
ROUTE:

Gabriel Fischer-Schmidt and
Laura Perberdy
PARTICIPANTS: Esme Bablad, Anjani
Cheran, Ellon Cheran, Daniel
Duran, Greata James, Colin
McDonald, Lucie Osborn, Eli
Payne, Roxy Pearce Basman, Juliet
Rawlyk, Thea Starritt
LEADERS:

Day 7
Hours on the water: 9.5 hours
Distance travelled: 42KM
Weather: Cloud and Breezy
We all enjoyed waking up in a cabin,
and pancakes coated in syrup made the
morning that much better! A long day
ahead we pushed off sad to see Mark &
Linda’s cabin fade behind us. Gabriel
and Esme lead us all down swifts while
Laura and Thea kept the stragglers
motivated across our long flat-water
sections. As the day slowed, Liz’s lunch
was brought out. Although the salsa had
gone bad, the tuna and beans hadn’t so
we fueled up and took on the
afternoon. What seemed like endless
bends with the same eagle perched
above finally came to an end at the top
of 10 Mile Rapids. We followed the
water to Hicks Creek where we set up
camp. A sunset and dinner in the dark
didn’t stop Ellon, Eli, Colin and Daniel
from running around whacking each
other with drift wood. Our stomachs
filled with spag we crawled into our
sleeping bags.
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PIONEER (LATE AUGUST)
ROUTE: Chapleau - Kapuskasing. Shuttle to

put-in - Chapleau River - Kapuskasing
Lake - Kapuskasing River - take out at
Woman Falls - shuttle to Camp - paddle
under the Bridge.
DATES: August 18-27, 2021
Liz Evans and Cian
Wilson-Valdes
PARTICIPANTS: Sophie Doll, CJ
Fleming, Asha Higginson, Calla
Hyland, Gillian Keith, Adrian
Leonard, Kadin Nabigon-Froese,
Sonya Pascoli, Anais Payne, Leigha
Taylor, Charlotte Travers,
Ben White
LEADERS:

Day 4
Hours on the water: 8.5
Distance travelled: 39km
Weather: Sunny and hot
Quote of the Day: "If my tent isn’t
pegged out I’m going to flipping
loose it!” Calla while doing dishes
when dark clouds were approaching.
Welcome to the last day on the
Chapleau River! Once campers made
their way out of the tents, they saw
boats were already in the water, thanks
to Cian and French toast was a frying,
thanks to Liz. Breakfast was devoured
and we pushed off wondering how much
dragging would be ahead for us, BUT
WAIT! Surprise unmarked set! The
entire group did an amazing job
navigating this surprise and brown claws
were thrown down. A short paddle then
we arrived at another blind corner with
the sound of rushing water. After Cian
and Liz scouted all options, we chose
the most thrilling. Let’s walk our boats
to a mini chute and throw them down
and see what happens? Jokes, Liz with
precise precision let go of the boats at
the exact right moment and they all
made a dry line and even some eddied
out on their own. The group made very

quick work of all remaining sets before
a final drag where Liz’s lunch was
enjoyed on the shore in celebration.
With one final push off and three easy
sets, we were free from the Chapleau
and on Kapuskasing Lake with some
large winds to navigate. After seeing a
large train pass by on the far shore,
camp was found on another beach. Yay
sand. To make up for it an incredible
meal of MAC was enjoyed. After the
last of our rotten broccoli was burned
and tomorrow’s lunch was made,
everyone rushed to their tents to avoid
bugs and the coming dark clouds. Is it
going to rain? Who knows but
regardless everything will be wet from
dew so hope you brought it in off
the rocks!

PIONEER (AUGUST)
Dumoine River. Lake Temagami Lac Temiskaming - Lac Kipawa Kipawa River - Dumoine River - take

ROUTE:

out at Grande Chutes - shuttle to Camp paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: August 6-25, 2021
Liz Andrews and
Jacob Fischer
PARTICIPANTS: Chloe Creegan, Eloise
Debane, Achille Di Rosa, Maureen
Hodnett, Tait Hyland, Madeleine
(Mado) Iles, Griffin Merskey,
Jedadiah (Jed) Saul, Emma Syme,
Simon West
LEADERS:

Day 18
Hours on the water: Rest Day!
Weather: Sunny with occasional
showers
Quote of the Day: “Chicken chicken
winner dinner.” -Emma
We woke up one by one, taking
advantage of the rest day for a sleep in.
The early risers put on a pot of oatmeal,
munching on gorp to appease empty
stomachs. Chloe, Simon and Jed made
chaps for lunch and served them with
loads of peanut butter and jam. We had
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a lazy afternoon hanging around in
hammocks and camp chairs, chatting
and telling stories. A game of speed was
underway at the same time as some
took naps and others whittled. Tait and
Mado spearheaded the creation of
wintergreen syrup. A large amount of
wintergreen was harvested, steeped and
closely watched as it transformed into
the right consistency. Desert was the
highly anticipated beaver tails. As we
waited for them to cook, Simon
mentioned eating flaming hot cheetos
in milk. There was instant uproar and
pandemonium reigned for the next
little while. Everybody was talking over
each other so each person was given 30
seconds to express their opinion on the
subject. In the end, we decided it
needed to be tried before we could be
deemed gross. We went to bed on full
bellies. Some sleeping in tents, a few in
hammocks and most under a beautiful
starry night.

PIONEER (AUGUST)
Missinaibi River. Shuttle to put-in
at Hawk Junction - Manitowik Lake Missinaibi Lake - Little Missinaibi
River - Missinaibi River - take out in
Mattice - shuttle to Camp - paddle under
the Bridge.
DATES: August 6-25, 2021
ROUTE:

Jack Gardiner and
Lucas Whitear
PARTICIPANTS: Samantha Bridgman,
Bethany Bruce, Owen Buckle,
Orson Di Rosa, Jack Harkness, Eric
Ingoe, Magnolia Saul,
Charlotte Wiese
LEADERS:

Day 2
Hours on the water: 8
Distance travelled: 16KM
Weather: Strong headwinds,
grey, cloudy
The Pions woke up to a breakfast of
eggs and bacon that was cooked under
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the grey morning sky by Jack and Lucas,
which some vocalized strong feelings
about. This slowly turned into a short
paddling session before we hit the first
challenge of our trip, which ended up
being a 2-3km section of boulder garden
that needed to be dragged through.
Owen, Orson and (camper) Jack’s boats
got through quickly and came back to
help the slower boats through the
difficult terrain. Then the group was
met with another gruelling challenge as
they hit nasty headwinds as the lake
opened up. After a couple hours of
paddling a snack of apples were eaten
on a nice sandy island, where the Orson,
Jack, Owen and Eric tried to support a
piece of wood to use a chin up bar. The
Environmental Assistance Team (EAT)
started off very well, with all of the
apples consumed, including the cores.*
After the short break we were back on
the water continuing to battle the
mighty headwinds. A lunch of bagels
and cream cheese was enjoyed by
everyone, while the headwinds remain
to batter the pions as they make their
way to the end of the first full day of
paddling. Finding a really nice rocky
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gravel bar (which may not exist at
higher water levels) ended the long first
day. A delicious dinner of dahl was made
by Jack, but was finished with some
difficulty, as Sam ate fourths and Orson
pretended to contribute to the EAT
initiative. Cookies were made by
Charlotte, Maggie and Eric before bed.

Chasing Rapids
with the Canots
du Nord
CANOT DU NORD (LATE JULY)
Missinaibi River. Shuttle to put-in
at Missinaibi Park - Missinaibi River take out at Mattice - shuttle to Camp paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: July 17-27, 2021
ROUTE:
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Liam Agnew and
Liz Andrews
PARTICIPANTS: Ewan Bailey, Jemima
Cohnstaedt, Oliver Ellis, Sasha
Grainger, Oscar Kim, Otis Kroesen,
Evelyn Light, Rhys Matthew, Mia
Onstad-Bauld, Laurel Pychyl,
Seth Wiebe
LEADERS:
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our last set of the day, came up on us
before we knew it. We unloaded the gear
and carried it down to the campsite at
the bottom before running the boats
down empty. Liam and Jemima took
pictures of everyone's facial expressions
as they hit the huge wave train that gave
the rapids their name. The lunch crew
also made a delicious chilli for dinner
which was taken to the rocks by the
rapids where an orange sky and waxing

Day 4
Hours on the water: 7
Distance travelled: 17KM
Weather: Sunny with a chilly wind
Quote of the Day: "Why are there so
many of them?" - Jemima "You mean
French people?" - Rhys "No,
mosquitoes." - Jemima
After a slow, cold start to the morning
we carried on through Peterbell marsh.
A steady headwind made it difficult to
make quick progress but we pushed on.
It was a relief to finally leave the marsh
behind, and with it the wind. Seth,
Oscar, and Otis served up a bird lunch
before we came to our first rapid. An
enjoyable afternoon was spent paddling
R1s and swifties, and our first portage
around the mother of all logjams was
accomplished smoothly. Wavy rapids,

High Tides for the
Bay Trippers
moon watched over us.
BAY TRIP (JULY)
Kesagami River. Shuttle to put in at
Detour Lake Road - creek - lake Kesagami
- Kesagami River - Hannah Bay Moosonee - train to Cochrane - shuttle to
Camp - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: July 4-28, 2021
ROUTE:
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Cameron MacPhail and
Brigid Roeder
PARTICIPANTS: Destiny Greyson, Zoe
Jovkovic, Abbey McColgan, Kaia
McColgan, Aimee Norcia, Sage
Noxon, Josie Nuttall, Maddy Zarull
LEADERS:

Day 12
Hours on the water: 9
Distance travelled: 6KM
Weather: Sun ‘n’ Cloud
Quote of the Day: (About plastic
molded canoe seats) “Can you get
them, like… personalized?” - Abbey
Beeeeg day. 8-grain in our stomachs,
we busted off the site and flew into
some R1s. With our whitewater skills
growing, all the boats were making tight
maneuvers and hitting some slick lines,
including a winding sneak channel. We
crushed a couple short portages before
stopping to swim in the washout of a
portage set. Everyone nailed some
active swimming and eddying out, and
Maddy, Josie, and Zoe went back to
jump in again. Then, onto another
quick portage and some delicious Thai
pasta salad. With Sage and Aimee
making increasingly poorly executed
jokes, we decided enough was enough
and hit the water again. For once, we
had flattish water as we coasted around
some bends. Then, it was whitewater
time again as we ground over a ledge
and carefully unloaded at a portage
above a waterfall. Post portage, we eyed
up a technical set with some
trepidation. The campers impressed the
leaders with some awesome paddling
skills though, with Maddy and Destiny
paddling a particularly slick and
controlled line. All the campers decided
to paddle their own pillow-rock filled
line for the second part, despite
Cameron’s instructions to the contrary,
and then we slid down a ledge and
punched through a hole at the bottom
to avoid a tough move in river center.
With that set to cap off our day, we
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travelled to the next portage. Sage and
Abbey cooked an awesome saucy spag
before everyone crashed hard and went
to bed.

BAY TRIP (AUGUST)
Kattawagami River. Shuttle to
put in at Detour Lake Road Lawagamau River - Kattawagami
River - Hannah Bay - Moosonee - train
to Cochrane - shuttle to Camp - paddle
under the Bridge.
DATES: August 3-27, 2021
ROUTE:

David James and
Brigid Roeder
PARTICIPANTS: Kate Blumberg, Sam
Brown, Audrey Cameron, Jacob
Freedman, Kate Funnekotter, Sadi
Gibson, Rowan Helman, Abby
Hunter, Rafe Murray, Oscar Ruiz,
Iliana Rawlyk, Sasha Zuchlinski
LEADERS:

Day 15
Hours on the water: 5
Distance travelled: 3KM
Weather: Hot and sunny. Not a cloud in
the sky.
Quote of the Day: Oscar - “Geometry
is sexy”
Zoo wee mama what another hot day.
We rose precisely when we meant to
and got the experimental peach crisp
rolling. We dined on some wonderful
crips and some partially rehydrated but
still tasty peaches. Out like a flash we
cruised to the first big set of the day a
large but fun ledge where everyone
nailed the line. Guten Tag Willkommen
aus Autobahn. Achtung! Die Wase ist
Schnell. We sped through the Autobahn
with no speed limit. Ducking under a
low hanging log and we stopped for
lunch of “chicken” pasta salad. The
game of trying to get someone else to
say a word was introduced but Abby
still needs to work on her technique.
Meanwhile, Sadi got Sasha to say

supercalifragaliciousexpealladocious
faster than you can say… well you get
the ideas. Cruising from there down to
Frogsong our supposed campsite. Some
campers took issue with our speed and
wanted to carry on. We compromised
and camped there where we found an
abandoned scrubby to add to the
underwear from earlier. Oscar roasted
some squash seeds (which were
delicious). Lentil burgers were started
by Spitty and Abby. Sasha showed us
some grade A kung-fu moves and we
headed off to bed while campers made
cookies and sang some fun songs.
Hoping to manifest some
aurora borealis.

BAY TRIP (AUGUST)
Kattawagami River. Shuttle to
put in at Detour Lake Road Lawagamau River - Kattawagami
River - Hannah Bay - Moosonee - train
to Cochrane - shuttle to Camp - paddle
under the Bridge.
DATES: August 3-27, 2021
ROUTE:

Molly Heintzman and
Cameron MacPhail
PARTICIPANTS: Islay Ballantyne,
Jaclyn Decker, Mika Hoffer, Ellie
Keith, Madeline Kurt, Nuan Qi
Law-Gallagher, DUncan McKay,
Gabrielle Moore, Zoe Payne,
Lauren Richardson
LEADERS:

Day 14
Hours on the water: 5 hours
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Distance travelled: 3KM
Weather: hot and cloying
The morning greeted us with a
sickening soup of turgid air as the sun
glared from overhead. Though it was
first thing in the morning, we already
almost felt like swimming. Molly
cooked her specialty giant pancakes
that were doled out one by one as we
lazed on the rock. Eventually, we
scooted our way out the bottom of
Lover’s Leap and were almost
immediately at the portage for Lost
Wannigan Falls. Though it was short,
the portage heated many up enough
that a swim was required. Up next was a
fun R2 that most nailed, dropping off a
ledge at the bottom into some big
waves. Gabby and Zoe shot almost the
entire line perfectly, but took on some
water and hit a pillow rock at the
bottom, resulting in a pin/wrap. Though
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the canoe was bent at an unhealthy
angle, we were determined to have a zdrag-free trip. The leaders and
dumpees, forming their best rugby
scrum, boosted the canoe up and off the
nefarious rock. The vessel popping back
into almost perfect shape, we reloaded
and headed on down the river. We soon
arrived at Autobahn, which got
everyone excited due to its size and lack
of concerning obstacles. True to its
name, our canoes were furiously
accelerated into the wave train below.
Many tried it twice, zooming down
alternative routes and playing in the
outwash. Duncan and Lauren managed
to surf a beeeg waves, before expertly
peeling off it and to the the eddie. After
so much whitewater, we were feeling
snackish and so munched on some
pesto. Though the sun made us groggy,
we needed to push on and soon saddled
up to take on the river. We snuck down
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an R1 and finished it off with an
underwhelming slide, before moving
through some whitewater-y bends and
arriving at an island from which arose
the roar of falls. A quick drag down a
small channel and we were at our
campsite, where intense scrubbing and
lounging ensued. As evening descended,
we donned our finest attire to eat a
magical prom night dinner on a canoe
placed high on a rock overloooking the
falls. We had an excellent photoshoot,
discussed feet and generally sat around,
bloated from mac n’ cheese. As the sun
went down, the temperature finally
became manageable and we all slowly
trickled to bed.

Leading the Way
with the WLITs and
Voyageur Is
WILDERNESS LEADER IN
TRAINING (JULY)
The WLIT program consists of
wilderness first aid training, a six day
whitewater training trip, a three day solo
experience, a five day flatware trip, and
in-camp sessions on leadership and
skills development.
DATES: July 2-29, 2021
PROGRAM:

David James and
Emmerson Wilson
PARTICIPANTS: Charlie Baar, Tegan
Henry, Oliver Ingoe, Francis ScarthLella, Gideon Solomon, Zoë Szabo,
Bridget West, Margot West
LEADERS:

Day 3
Hours on the water: 10
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Distance travelled: 24KM
Weather: Sunny, light winds
We awoke to gorgtastic weather on
Willow Island Lake. The campers
quickly packed up as the wonderful
leaders of the day, Margot and Zoë,
cooked up a yummy breakfast of scram
muffins. We left our site and continued
through the South Channel into Sucker
Gut Lake. After many water and
sunscreen breaks we arrived at Frank’s
Falls. We mucked the short but funky
portage and continued on to the
infamous Centre Falls. We parked our
boats and hiked to have our lunch with
a view. Post lunch there was a great
deliberation but it was ultimately
decided that bum sliding would be
“unsafe” (ew) but we instead showered
in the falls and took a refreshing swim.
Refreshed, we hiked back to our boats
and retraced our steps back into Willow
Island Lake as the sun continued to
beat down on us. After some confusion
we located the first of the Willow Island
portages. This we absolutely destroyed
while Oliver and Tegan made some
banger no-bakes that were downed in
no time. Half way through Willow
Island Lake tragedy struck… A set of
maps was missing. It was decided that
half the group return to the portage in a
desperate but successful rescue mission.
During this the small but otherwise
gorg campsite became ours as we were
all wiped and a little crispy. Once the
rescue mission returned a five star
risotto was crafted by Charlie.
Meanwhile a dough child was
incubated, and photos were taken. We
love you Bread Pitt <3. Once dinner was
consumed we were quickly chased into
bed by the exponential mosquito
population. G-night W-LITs.

VOYAGEUR I (AUGUST)
Harricana River. Shuttle to put-in
at Joutel - Harricana River - Hannah

ROUTE:
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Bay - Moosonee - train to
Cochrane - shuttle to Camp paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: August 2-28, 2021
Sam Angel and
Sasha Pickering
PARTICIPANTS: Isabella
Arsenault, Finn Creeggan,
Charles Debane,
Alexandra Hyland, Max
Jurisic, Kolya Salter, Kai
Samuel-Szablowski,
Matthew Smith, Ava
Symons, Adam Taback,
Amalia Tinmouth, Gus
Woods Pneumaticos
LEADERS:

Day 11
Hours on the water: 10 hours
Distance travelled: 25KM
Weather: Beautiful, wow,
with tailwinds
Quote of the Day: “Oh, I’ve
got a good story” - Kolya.
“Cap” - Charles
A very warm morning bled into a
scorcher of a day. We got on the water a
bit earlier and had a floating breakfast
of warm cinnamon buns — THANK
YOU, Sam. Our attention on the buns
and stories of how our parents met, we
hardly noticed that we had started
floating through some swifts. And these
swifts didn’t seem to end all morning!
We were moving quickly, the current
and the winds helping us on. We came
upon a burn, in which we just had to
stop, climb the ridge and take in the
view. Are we in the barrens?! Some
rocks (very large rocks) that were on the
verge of rolling down the cliff had some
help from some enthusiastic teenagers
who found joy in active erosion
(because no one can argue that pushing
big rocks down cliffs isn’t pure fun).
Back down at the river, we lunched on
quinoa salad, the anti-quinoa party still
active. After lunch we continued to get
pushed by the wind, stopping for a

quick swim and a search for stones
before arriving at our next big feature.
We scouted RL and then all watched as
Sam and Max ran it first — and were
fine! The rest followed ducky, taking the
approach slowly before driving tight
RL. Beautiful! Though a little bumpy —
there are a lot of rocks to hit around
here and everyone took on some water.
Sam promised ice cream on the train if
Charles and Finn kissed the rock — and
then they actually did! Ava and Adam
were being their goofy selves, stuck in a
boat together. However, Adam kept
falling out of the boat, I’m not entirely
sure why… There was a lot of sun today
and we all sunned out a little bit. After
bailing, we skirted down the RR side,
eddy hopping, lining a little bit and
then unloading above the R3 to portage
our gear (not far, maybe 75m) to the
most stunning campsite. Molly, Matt
and Finn made a great green lentil curry
soup with squash (the underestimated
fruit). A starry night fell over us as we
settled into this place, sleeping between
the cedar trees.
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VOYAGEUR I (AUGUST)
Nestaocano - Du Chef. Shuttle to
put in at Sepanakosipi River - Lac
Grenier - Nestaocano River - Du Chef
River - Ashuapmushuan River - take out
at Lac St Jean - shuttle to Camp - paddle
under the Bridge.
DATES: August 2-27, 2021
ROUTE:

Liam Agnew and
Emmerson Wilson
PARTICIPANTS: Charlie Baar, Aenea
Briggs, Anne Carscallen, Gideon
Solomon, Derek Tutt, Michael
Waymann, Bridget West,
Margot West
LEADERS:
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above a large chute. We unloaded,
climbed the ridge, appreciated the view,
and collected firewood and blueberries.
On the ridge, Emmerson and Liam
announced a rest day! Margot and
Michael cooked up a mean fettuccini
which was demolished as per usual.
After dinner, Gideon and Charlie
finished up dishes while some other
campers played cards after dishes were
done, everyone layered up and grabbed
their mattresses to hike up the ridge
and look at the AMAZING stars.
Everything was so clear and beautiful
and we saw a ton of shooting stars.
After a long day and an hour or two of
stargazing we all went to bed, excited to
sleep in tomorrow morning.

Day 11
Hours on the water: 8.75 hours
Distance travelled: 25KM
Weather: Overcast into downpour into
sunny, but always too warm
We woke up to some weird-looking
weather and some delicious peach crisp.
We packed up our stuff, took our
morning forest visits, and got on the
water. The day started with flatwater
and a few sets, and even Michael and
Aenea's dump didn't slow us down.
After those fun sets we stopped for
some garlic corn nuts for snack. We
continued on some flatwater with
headwinds and periods of heavy rain
until we reached our next set. This was
an extremely fun, wavy, doable R3. We
all had a blast going down and it
boosted morale a ton. After the set we
stopped for lunch on a gravel bar. We
had chaps and hummus while people
bailed their boats. After lunch we
rushed off to make it to our final set,
another runnable R3. Because there was
no pool between the two we ran it one
at a time, facilitated by walkie-talkie
between Liam and Emmerson at the
top and bottom of the sets. After some
beautiful lines we headed down a small
swift and set to our campsite right

VOYAGEUR I (AUGUST)
Moisie River (Pekans approach).
Shuttle to put in on Pekans - Maisie
River - take out at Maisie River park shuttle to Camp - paddle under
the Bridge.
DATES: August 2-27, 2021
ROUTE:

LEADERS:
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Logan Germain and Henry

Gould
Robbie Carey, Lucas
Conrad, Oliver Ingoe, Jackson
Leggett, James Sparling,
Alexander Walsh

PARTICIPANTS:

Day 20
Hours on the water: 8.5 hours
Distance travelled: 39KM
Weather: Sunny, hot
Early morning mist huddled us in as
we emerged from our slumber at a
crispy 6:30am. We bundled up in our
warmest clothes as Henry fried bacon.
We munched and then packed, setting
forth for a day of flat water and
distance. We cruised for hours
downstream, laughing, singing and
talking. Floating lunch!! Dang that
Pesto was aaaamazing. More snacks
were had as our trip hungers have now
taken full force. Henry told riddles and
Lucas solved them all right away. Oliver
had a great riddle about hats that I’m
still thinking about. The sun kept
beating down so we stopped at a beach
to eat some more and stretch out our
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falls, took some pictures, and ate as
many chocolate almonds as anyone
could stomach (and a few past that
point too). After, we began our portage.
It began walking sideways, up and
around the canyon, then got steeper up
to the top. Once we made it to the top,
we could see all the way to where our
tributary met up with the South
Ravensthroat! What a view! We took
another small break to wolf down some
lunch, then worked our way down the
hill. Somehow going down was even
steeper than the way up. We all made it
to the bottom of the ridge and swam
and set up camp. Chicken
mac’n’cheese for dinner with a bit of
guitar and some oatmeal raisin cookies
in the outbacks for dessert. What a day!
legs. Finally, we reached the portage! SO
SHORT. Ollie took a boat! We finished
so fast and found ourselves in a little
cute oasis that we just had to stop there
for a rest day. We cliff jumped (after
Henry scoped it out for safety), had a
giant bonfire and ate the most delicious
Lazy Perogies ever. Also, so, so much
chocolate. A full moon came out as
some brought out their sleeping bags
and Thermarests. Some people dozed
off by the fire for hours (Jackson and
Lucas). What an absolutely perfect day
of trip. SO MUCH LOVE.

VII: The Journey
of a Lifetime
VOYAGEUR II
Tsichu - Natla - Ravensthroat Redstone. Put in on the Tsichu River down the Tsichu - up the Natla River overland to the Ravensthroat River take out at Tulita - float plane to Norman

ROUTE:

Wells - fly to Toronto - shuttle to Camp paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: July 2-August 24, 2021
Cori-Anne Huisman and
Owen Melanson
PARTICIPANTS: Matthew Blumberg,
Madeleine Brown, Dries Di Rosa,
Isaac Ewing, Kate Gyles, Ben
Hannah, Leo Rawlyk, Min Timmins
LEADERS:

Day 34
Hours on the water: 6.5
Distance travelled: 4km
Weather: Mix of sun and cloud, then
rain at the campsite
Today was a glorious day. It began
immediately with a caribou. Cori and
Owen gave a quiet wake up and Isaac
got out of the tent in pyjamas to stalk it
with his camera. It made for much more
welcome company than a pair of
grizzlies. Once tents came down we
were treated to chocolate chip muffins,
and hit the water for a little bit of
dragging and a little bit of paddling. We
took it slowly around the corners,
anticipating a waterfall coming up. We
heard it before we could see it. After
one last set we took out on the river
right to scout out the portage around
and eat some snacks. We stopped right
by the base of the tall and beautiful

VOYAGEUR II
Beaver - Hart - Peel. Put in at
McQueston Lakes - up the Beaver River up Police Creek - Elliot Lake - down the
Hart River - down the Peel River - take
out at Fort McPherson - flights to Toronto
- shuttle to Camp - paddle under
the Bridge.
DATES: July 2-August 24, 2021
ROUTE:

LEADERS: Eamonn

Gogan and Severen
Fischer-Schmidt
PARTICIPANTS: Ted Cass, Sacha
Edwards, Daniel Horton, Romey
Karovitch, Callum Keenan, Sumner
Rajaratnam, Sum Sutherland,
Emma Tutt

Day 21
Hours on the water: 9
Distance travelled: 9km
Weather: Overcast and light rain
Today was a HUGE DAY. We spent
the first 2 hours grinding up Carpenter
Creek. This was very hard dragging. We
made it to (Defund the) Police Creek
after 2 hours. The first section of Police
Creek was challenging and steep, but
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then it flattened out and we were able
to paddle some stretches. We stopped
by a big eddy pool for lunch and caught
2 Slender Arctic Grayling. After lunch
it got more technical with big logs we
had to lift over and steeper/technical
maneuvers upstream. We had a
universally detested scrub club at the
site, and Sam cooked up the saltiest
fish we had ever tasted. We ate it with
our curry. Large Day!

Day 35
Hours on the water: 6.5
Distance travelled: 25km
Weather: Sunny and hot, then cloudy
We took it slow to absorb the
fantastic scenery. There are lots of
patches with fast moving current where
you can just glide. We stopped for
many beauty breaks and took a group
photo at a dope spot. The bend before
you get to the Netro campsite is
stunning and we heard some mountain
goats and dahl sheep, although we
couldn’t see any! Hike day tomorrow!!!

Kimberley Huisman and
Bernard Rechico Moisan
PARTICIPANTS: Parker Chase, Gwen
Elmhirst, Ella Iles, Mikaela Lewis,
Tenley McKay, Owen Merskey, Cole
Rinehart, Gilles Wilde
LEADERS:

VOYAGEUR II
Ross - Keele - Mackenzie. Put in at
South MacMillan River - Overland to
the Ross River - up the Ross River Christie Pass - down the Peele River down the Mackenzie River - take out at
Norman Wells - fly to Toronto - shuttle to
Camp - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES: July 2-August 24, 2021
ROUTE:

Day 33
Hours on the water: 6
Distance travelled: 4km
Weather: Warm and sunny in the
morning, clouds in the afternoon
Quote of the Day: “I can’t wait to be a
leader and hang out in a tent that
smells like feet and farts.” - Ella
Today was too much fun. Starting our
day off with a crisp covered in wet
things, we packed up the boats record
quick and started our bony adventure.
Spending most of the morning duckying or single-file scraping down shallow
sets while Bernard gave peculiar paddle
signals, we came to our first bigger set.
A scrape-y slide over some underwater
shale straight towards a rock wall.
Everyone had their turn kissing the
wall though Cole and Parker merely
brushed it and Kim and Gilles avoided
it entirely. We then found a spot to pull
over and munched some jerky while
the leaders looked up ahead and Gilles,
Ella and Tenley practiced their triple
decker plank. Finding a spot with a
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Rae Panayi, Everett Vitols, Ethan
Weibe

Day 11
Hours on the water: 11
Distance travelled: 9km
Weather: Sunny with some showers

somewhat recent firebox burn we all
discussed who might have been here
before us. (It was the VIIAs!). The next
section got skinnier and faster so we
slowed down a bit and jumped from
eddie to eddie as the sets were bigger
and pushier since we were entering a
small canyon. At one point we paddled
a chute with a big dropping tongue
down the middle that was really fun!
Ella and Gwen, as well as Tenley and
Owen, got extra style points for doing
360 turns still in the set. A little dump
from Cole and Parker that was handled
quickly and easily and then we stopped
for lunch as we drained the sprayskirt
boats and threw rocks in a bucket for
A. Really. Long. Time. Logan Moaf
(more of a muffin than a loaf) was
enjoyed by all before we did the last
100 meters of dragging down to the
campsite. Mac was made with Mik, as
usual, as the classic rue-maker. This was
followed by a few requested games of
mafia where it seemed that everyone
simply thought speaking up about
anything at all was very suspicious.

VOYAGEUR II
Rackla - Snake - Peel. Put in at
Kathleen Lakes - up the Rackla River -

ROUTE:

up the Goa Creek - Got Lake - down the
Snake Rive - down the Peel River takeout at Fort McPherson - fly to
Toronto - shuttle to Camp - paddle under
the Bridge.
DATES: July 1-August 29, 2021
Connor Cepella and
Morgan Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Elliot Carusone,
Mathieu Forster, Sachen Gombu,
Miles Gordon, Maddie Norman,
LEADERS:

The day broke with blue skies, sun,
and a little bit of wind. All good things
for dealing with the bugs! Morgan
whipped up a LOT of pancakes, all of
which were consumed. We set off with
some heavy dragging against the
current and quite a few log obstacles.
We snacked on tropical fruit leather in
the sun and had some fun with Rae’s
zinc stick. Carrying on, the river
flattened once again, becoming the
deepest it had ever been, but super
clear right down to the bottom
allowing us to see schools of little
greyling swimming below our canoes.
We lunched on loaf, with mango
chutney, cheese and apples. We chased
a goose for a few kms, and saw our bald
eagle friend again. We camped at a
decent bushcrash, on a steep bank by
the river with a nice view of all the
mountains around us. Chili was cooked
up and devoured before cookies were
semi-cooked.
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Day 7
VOYAGEUR II
ROUTE: Tsichu - Caribou Cry - Mountain.

Put in on the Tsichu River - down the
Caribou Cry - up the Twitya River Willow Handle Lake - down the
Mountain River - take out at the
Mountain-Mackenzie confluence - float
plane to Norman Wells - flights to
Toronto - shuttle to Camp - paddle under
the Bridge.
DATES: July 1-August 29, 2021
LEADERS: Grant Bowles Conover and
Frieda Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Asher Birenbaum,
Jonah Brooks, Riley Buckle, Clare
Farley, Charlotte Funnekotter,
Jasper Gibson, Colin Gould, Xin Ke
Law-Gallagher, Sean Lizzola,
Andrew Morse, James Paterson,
Sebastian Shaw

Going Home Again
… continued from page 1

Finally, the announcement came in
early June: camp was going to open. We
were going home. Many things did look
different in 2021. We had PCR testing,
masking, outdoor dining options,
cohorts, and physical distancing, the
Chateau remained closed, and we
welcomed and said goodbye to campers
in the parking lot rather than our usual
open house format. Yet so much looked
the same. Our canoe trips still paddled
across Ontario, Quebec, and the
Territories. We had campfires, evening
program, regatta, arts and nature, and
cheering on the Bridge. There were bug
bites, sunsets, laughter, rainstorms, and
getting one last hug in before almost
missing the bus home. Despite
everything, it still felt like camp. In
total, we welcomed 41 trips under the
Bridge, including a record five Voyageur

Hours on the water: 6
Distance travelled: 2km (?)
Weather: Hot with a pinch of cloudy
Happy 1 week of trip!! We woke up to
our marvelous view. This will never get
old. Quick granola and yogurt and we
were off up the ?same? hill. Midway
through leg two we hung a Larry and
headed into the unknown. Not going
to lie, it was pretty nice to focus on
footing and direction rather than just
how heavy we were breathing. Grant
and Frieda headed off to scout a route
through a marshy area and returned to
find everyone asleep in a cuddle pile.
QTs. We threw together the most
atrocious bean salad (I’ll take the
blame for this one) and Jamie saved the
day with his group treat of bison
sausages and vegan jerky. Continuing
on, we decided to camp on the
ridgeline between a pond and our creek

II groups. 387 campers and 60 staff
were able to spend the summer with us.
We were thrilled – we did it!
2022 will be bring fewer restrictions
and more normalcy (knock on wood,
turn around three times). This has
allowed us to begin the wonderful
process of looking forward. The project
and goal list from back in the winter of
2020 has been dusted off and, with the
support and partnership of our staff and
the Board of Directors, some new ideas
have been added as well. Our time away
allowed us to reflect more on
Wanapitei’s purpose and long-term
vision. This winter, the Board began the
exciting journey of renaming some of
our programs in recognition of their
colonial connotations. We’ve increased
our internal bursary budget to support
more families managing financial issues
coming to Wanapitei. A second week of
Family Camp has been added in July in
response to a growing demand. We are
offering our staff more opportunities to
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valley. Not a place you expect to find
yourself with canoes. Tent sites were
few and far between due to the lumpy
ground but nonetheless they were
achieved (some trowel digging by
Asher and Seabass later). Grant and the
LOAG crew headed to the nearby
pond for a swim and water mission.
They were met with an “unfathomable
situation that made the bean salad
seem great”. “Awful” - Colin “Balls” Xin “Regret” - Clare. Meanwhile,
Jamie, Jonah and Charlotte made an
incredible fet al (enough to bend the
spatula in half) and all order was
restored. Clare, Colin and Xin made
cookies and we still do not know what
was going on between Asher and Sean
during dishes but we definitely feel
sorry for Riley. A little sprinkle
reminded us all that rain actually does
exist - scrabble and off to bed. GN
team - what a place to be (with canoes)!

paddle in the spring to help build skills
and enjoy time as a team on the water.
As many organizations continue to
struggle with long term effects the
pandemic has had on the camping
world, we are humbled to be in a place
of healthy recovery and are able to be
focusing on the future. We have so
many to thank: the over 200 financial
donors in 2020/2021, our families who
rolled forward their payments to 2021,
our incredible staff who volunteered
their time to offer read-alouds and
Zoom hangs for campers, our Board
members who shared extra hours of
their time to review plans and policy
drafts, our senior staff who offered their
expertise and support as Gill and I
navigated our first summer on the
ground, and our medical staff who
committed to on-call and in-camp
support with their limited vacation
time. Wanapitei is here because of you.
2021 marked the 90th anniversary of this
incredible place, and we are confident
about the 90 years to come.
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To Our COVID Relief Donors, With Deepest Thanks

SINCERE thank-you to
every person who
contributes positively to
Camp Wanapitei, both
financially and through
countless hours of
volunteer time. This year we would like
to shine the light on those who gave
during one of our biggest times of need.
To those named here, and the many
others who supported anonymously or
through share purchases, thank you.

A

2020/2021 Capital Fundraiser
The Agnew Family (in memory of Jack
Murray)
The Aiken-Rudhramoorthy-Cheran
Family
Taylor and Zack Alexander
Peter Andree
Kelly Arsenault
Elaine Atkinson
The Bailey Family
George Barrett
Julia Barss
The Barss-McColgan Family
Vanessa Beek
Jamie Benidickson
Renee Beland
The Berger-Bhagirath Family
Steve Bickerton
The Bill Family
Jennifer Binks
Joanna Birenbaum
The Birenbaum-Hopkinson Family
The Bousquet-Pataut-Ghez Family
Alison Brooks
Ian Brooks
The Bruce Family
Marcus Bruce
The Bruckmann-Tarr Family
Jennifer Buck
John Buckle
The Bull-Baar Family
The Burns-Peperell Family
Marcos Caballero

Matt Caird
Ian Cameron
Janet Campbell
The Carusone-Sousa Family
Jenifer Cepella
The Chapman-Helman Family
The Charlton-Parker Family
The Cherry-Buckle Family
Kim Clarke
The Collis-Brant Family
Erica Comeau
The Conrad-Bouwman Family
The Cook Family
Susan Courage
The Creeggann-Hill Family
Shea Darlison
Sonia Lane Darlison
Annie Davies
The Davis-Banarjee Family
North de Pencier
Veronica and Joseph de Pencier
Donna Deschamps
The Dewey-Decker Family
The Doll Family
Perry Dollar
Andrea Dorfman
Emma Dowds
Daina Dunlop
Patrick Dunlop Ellis
The Elmhirst Family
The Ewing Family
The Flello Family
Cate Florenz
The Foley-Linzel Family
Ted Foy
Peter Freeman
The Frigault-Sharpe Family
Sarah Frood
The Frost Family
The Gardner Family
James Gardner
Kyla Gardner
Norma Gauld
Jeff Geiler
The Gibson Family
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The Gould Family
Pearce Gould
The Grady-Parks-Iwanowski Family
The Grant-Funnekotter Family
Josh Gray
Philip Green
The Gunner Family
The Gyles Family
In honour of Kate and Michael Gyles
The Hargadon Family
Jennifer Heath
Fred Heinein
Thomas Heinrich
The Heintzman Family
Emma Hobbs
The Hodder-Salter Family
Eric Hodgins
Jackie Hodgins
Murray Hodgins
The Hoeven Family
The Holboke-Briggs Family
The Howse-James Family
Claire Hunter
Barbara Hunter-Sandor
Tracy Hurst and James Irich (in
memory of Jason Arbour)
Adrian Hutchinson
The Hyland-Smith Family
Chris Ingoe
Seana Irvine
Nicola and John Jennings
Bethany Johnston
The Johnston-Winter Family
Mark Jones
Tha Kahan-Fastenberg Family
The Kahn-Stevens Family
The Keenan-Macfadgen Family
Klade Kerr
Meg Kerr
Denise King
The Kitchell-Di Rosa Family
Sophie Klassen
The Knapp-Higgison Family
The Kokelj Family
Allan Kostyniuk
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The Krentz-Gurney Family
Scott La Rue
The Lampard-Crawford Family
Leif Lang
Julia Langer
The Lawson Family
The LeBlanc-Rock Family
The Leggett-Sutchy Family
Marin Lehmann-Bender
The Liptay Family
The Lizzola Family
The Mackinnon Family
The Mann Family
Roger Martin
The Martiniuk-Rajaratnam Family (in
memory of Jason Arbour)
The Massey-Moorhead Family
Don Mason
The Mather-Cairns Family
Nowlan Maynes
James McCutcheon
The McGarrity-Tinmouth Family
The McKay-Lattimore Family
The McLean-Green Family
Laura McMillan
The Melnik-Kane Family
The Miller-Nyhof Family
Julia Milnes
The Mootoo-McLachlan Family
Jean Murray
Paul Mylrea
Bentley Nabigon-Froese
Holly Nesbitt
Daniel Newman
The Newstadt-Argue Family
Caroline Newton
Phil Nicholson
Ian Nicol
The Niemi-Hood Family
Allan Norris
Bob Olajos
Christine Oldfield
The Oldfield-Thomson Family
Martin Osmond
Jen Ostfield
Jack Panayi
Rae Panayi
Anne Pascale Bartleman
The Paterson-Banfield Family
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The Pearce-Basman Family
Steph Peters
The Peters-Wheeler Family
David Poch
The Pole-Martel Family
The Posno-Straszynski Family
Pamela Power
John Preston
The Quinn-Solomon Family
Alan Radlett
Ann Ramsey
The Rawlyk Family
Justina Ray
Shelley Rees
Patricia Redmond
The Rice-Hui Family
Robertson Martin Architects
Jesse Rogers
Sharon Rogers
The Rogers-Kerbler Family
The Rohonczy-Morgan Family
The Rowat-Larrea Family
The Ruff Family
The Ryan-West Family
The Scarfe-Kaiser Family
Christine Schmidt
The Schmidt-Lavigne Family
Gerd Schonwalder
Colleen Segriff
Ken Shonk
Hugh Silbaugh
The Smith-Starritt Family
The Squires Family
The Stewart-Karovitch Family
The Symons Family
Martin Talbot
Patrick Tarr (in memory of Betty Tarr)
Martha Taylor
Bruce and Adrienne Teron in honour of
Mark Teron
Chris Teron
Sam Thomas
Sophie Thomas
Megan Thompson
The Thompson-Renouf Family
The Thorpe-Syme Family
Xiu Timmins
The Timmins-Zuver Family
The Travers-Marrison Family
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Tony VanDuzer
Christine Van Dyke
The Walker-Laroque Family
The Wellnhofer-Mars Family
The White Family
The Wiebe-Watson Family
John Wiklo
David Wilkie
The Willett-Panayi Family
Margaret Wilson
Jennifer Wolfe
The Woodford Family
The Woods-Pneumaticos Family
The Worts-Millar Family
Sarah Wright
Camper Sponsorship for 9
Wanapitei Campers
Taylor Statten Camping Bursary Fund
Camper Sponsorship for 1
Wanapitei Camper
Kids in Camp Bursary Fund
Additional Contributions Mabel’s Labels
Mabel’s Labels donated 35% of all sales
from families who purchased clothing
labels through their business to our
bursary.
Wanapitei Camper Bursary Fund
Direct Donation of $3689
Families who chose to donate to the
Camper Bursary program at the time of
registration or independently.
Wanapitei Camper Bursary Fund
Cash Donation of $3256
Families who chose to donate the
balance of their child’s camp store
account. This money helped us support
campers who would otherwise not
attend camp for financial reasons.
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Mark Your Calendars: 2022 Important Camp Dates

APRIL
THIS MONTH: Paddler in your
inbox!
1st: 2nd instalment of camp fees due
for families on a payment plan.
1st: Final balance of camp fees due
for those not on a
payment plan.
23rd: VII 2022 Family Information
Session (for this summer’s VII
campers and their families)
24th: Camp Wanapitei Annual General
Meeting for shareholders (Zoom)

MAY
THIS MONTH: Spring Annual
Work Weekend
1st: 3rd installment of camp fees due
for families on a payment plan
15th: Last day to submit Medical
Forms

JUNE
1st: Last day to confirm travel plans
and equipment rentals

15th: Camp office moves
to Temagami.
22nd: Staff training begins.

JULY
1st: Early July, July, and Full
Summer sessions begin.
8th - 13th: July Family Camp.
12th: Mid-July Banquet.
13th: Early July session ends.
15th: Junior 3 and Late July
sessions begin.
21st: Junior 3 session ends.
23rd: Junior 4 session begins.
27th: End of July Banquet
28th: Junior 4, Late July, and
July sessions end.
28th-31st: Community
Weekend.
31st: Early August sessions begin.

AUGUST
6th: Junior 5 session ends.
7th: Junior 6 session begins.
12th: Mid-August Banquet.
13th: Junior 6 and Early
August sessions end.

15th: Late August
session begins.
15th-20th: Family Camp.
17th-20th: Family Camp
three-night option.
26th: Gourmet Dinner.
27th: Harvest Night. VI and
VII Campers paddle under
the Bridge.
28th: Camp ends.

SEPTEMBER
THIS MONTH: Summer
2022 registration
opens online.

OCTOBER
THIS MONTH:
Summer photos online

NOVEMBER
THIS MONTH:
Ottawa Reception
Toronto Reception
Trip reports in your inbox!
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